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Abstract—The choice of the appropriate scheduling approach and algorithm for a Real-Time Embedded Systems (RTES) is a challenging step, which requires a vast knowledge and expertise about the scheduling field. Some approaches were proposed to support automatic choice of scheduling algorithms, but there are few studied using high-level scheduling approaches and supporting multiprocessor scheduling allowing task migration. The aim of this study is to use high-level techniques to guide designers while choosing the appropriate scheduling algorithm for a studied system while supporting task migration. In this context, this paper proposes a model-based approach for an automatic choice of scheduling algorithm while supporting the global scheduling approach, which supports task migrations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ever growing complexity in Real-Time applications requires the utilization of more powerful resources to implement the various functions that meet users’ requirements. Such increasing complexity needs to be managed properly while respecting the system requirements regarding performance, power, cost and time-to-market.

In this context, the main key issue in Real-Time development that must be addressed carefully is the scheduling step. In fact, various research works proposed approaches to support Real-Time Systems scheduling [2,5,16]. Nevertheless, no attention has been given to the use of high-level methodologies that overcome the complexity of the scheduling step mainly while considering multiprocessor architectures.

With regard to this issue, some research works used high-level methodologies to deal with RTES scheduling [9,20]. However, along with the variety of scheduling algorithms, the use of high-level methodologies is not sufficient to overcome the ever growing complexity of RTES scheduling and help designers to properly schedule their studied systems. In fact, there is still a need to assist designers during the scheduling algorithm choice. With this regard, much research work proposed methodologies to guide designers while choosing the appropriate scheduling algorithm [15,21].

These research studies addressed properly the automatic scheduling of multiprocessor systems to assist designers during the design process and avoid failure risks. However, only the partitioned scheduling approach that prohibits task migration was supported. Moreover, no attention was given to the use of high-level methods that facilitate the modeling step and support the whole life cycle of systems development. Hence, an attempt to use Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [19] while supporting automatic scheduling was addressed in various research studies [4,6]. Authors of these papers used also design patterns to support the high-level modeling and automatic scheduling.

The proposed approaches [4,6] seem to be an adequate solution that uses high-level techniques to help designers overcoming the scheduling step complexity. However, only the partitioned scheduling was supported. Moreover, no attention was given to the optimization of tasks allocation on processors.

With regard to these issues, we propose a model-based approach for automatic choice of scheduling algorithm regarding the global scheduling approach that supports tasks migration. While allocating tasks on processors, an attempt to maximize Central Processing Units (CPU) occupation and minimize the energy consumption is considered while using Tabu search [17].

The remainder of this paper starts with section 2 in which we define the various concepts used in this proposal. Section 3 highlights the proposed approach with its major steps. Experimental results are given in section 4 to validate our proposal. We discuss in section 5 the advantages of our approach compared to existing ones. Finally, section 6 gives a summary of the paper.

II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

Before describing the proposed approach we used in conducting this research, we first present the scheduling theory and the used techniques and languages.

A. Scheduling theory:

The scheduling theory [10] represents a solution to deal with the allocation of tasks on the available computing resources while respecting temporal requirements. Two major types of scheduling strategies are documented in the literature; the monoprocessor and the multiprocessor scheduling. In fact, RTES are subject of a lot of constraints that necessitate the use of a multiprocessor architecture, which offers powerful execution hosts. In this context, we provide a brief overview of the three commonly used scheduling approaches for RTES multiprocessor scheduling [3]; the partitioned, the semi-partitioned and the global approaches.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH FOR AUTOMATIC SCHEDULING:

The proposed model-based approach (Figure 2) for global scheduling is based on four steps; system abstraction, system properties extraction, automatic scheduling algorithm choice and system scheduling and finally schedulability analysis.

The System Abstraction step consists on modeling the studied system using UML/MARTE profile and specifically GRM sub-profile. The built model encloses the studied system properties which will be used to establish the automatic choice of scheduling algorithms.

To extract these properties (System Properties Extraction step), a model to text transformation must be done using an ACCELEO template. Consequently, every class in the GRM model will be automatically transformed to a JAVA class that contains the corresponding properties.

Based on the extracted system properties, an appropriate scheduling algorithm which may be applied on the studied system is selected by our tool.

Using the selected scheduling algorithm, tasks are allocated/scheduled on the available processors while maximizing CPU occupation and minimizing energy consumption. This step is performed using Tabu search.

After the scheduling of tasks, the designer has to establish an early schedulability analysis to check whether tasks meet their deadlines. Thus, a dynamic view annotated through MARTE/SAM (Schedulability Analysis Modeling) sub-profile is built for the studied system. This view is transformed through a model to model transformation to Cheddar tool.

In case of non schedulability of the application or the dissatisfaction of the designer about obtained results, a feedback has to be done to change the selected scheduling algorithm. These steps will be accurately described in next sections.

A. System Abstraction:

This step represents the modeling of the studied system by specifying its properties while using a modeling language. In our proposal, we used UML/MARTE to establish a high-level modeling.

Originally, MARTE supported only the modeling of the partitioned scheduling. Consequently, we proposed extensions [11,12,13] for MARTE to support both semi-partitioned and global scheduling. These extensions are used in our proposal to model systems for global scheduling.

The use of MARTE supports the model reuse concept. Hence, we proposed a generic model (Figure 3) that can be used to model different systems having similar architectures.
This model is composed of Software (SW) and Hardware (HW) parts. The SW part, modeled through the package APPLICATION, encloses the different tasks of the system.

This application is allocated on a target architecture modeled through the package ARCHITECTURE which contains the hardware components of the system.

Each package is composed of classes annotated through the appropriate MARTE stereotypes. A class modeling mutual exclusions is used to control the concurrent access to shared resources.

![UML/MARTE model for global scheduling](image)

For a studied system, a model instance that imports the generic model and encloses the system properties has to be built.

### B. System Properties Extraction:

The studied system properties that are used for scheduling algorithm choice have to be automatically extracted using MDE concepts (transformation concepts). In this context, different transformation techniques are documented in the literature such as M2T (Model To Text) and M2M (Model To Model).

The M2T type represents a transformation from model to text (code). It is founded on existing parsers (such as XML/XSLT) which are based on programming languages (JAVA) or mapping templates (JET/ACCELEO).

Regarding the M2M technique, it uses mapping languages (ATL or Kermeta) to translate a model to another JAVA class with the corresponding properties that will be used as input to the proposed tool to perform the automatic transformation based on ACCELEO allowing the generation of java code from the given system model.

Each class in the MARTE model will be transformed to a JAVA class with the corresponding properties that will be used as input to the proposed tool to perform the automatic choice of the scheduling algorithm.

### C. Scheduling Algorithm Choice and System Scheduling

Each scheduling algorithm supports specified task types. Considering this classification, we have prepared a list of scheduling algorithms.

Based on this list coupled with the studied system properties and mainly the software properties, our Interactive Tool for Automatic Global Scheduling (IT-AGS) proposes a scheduling algorithm that may be applied on the studied system.

Our tool shows a flexibility regarding the scheduling algorithm choice. In case of dissatisfaction about the scheduling results, an expert designer may intervene to select another scheduling algorithm.

While allocating n tasks on the available m processors using the selected scheduling algorithm, an optimization method (Tabu search [17]) and an objective function (equation1) are used for optimizing the tasks placement in terms of energy consumption and worst execution time.

With this regard, we implemented algorithm1 using JAVA.

\[
\text{MinZ = } C_{ij} \times X_{ij} + D_{ij} \times X_{ij} \\
\forall \ i, j \in \{i, ..., n\} \times \{j, ..., m\}
\]

With:

- \(C_{ij}\) is the allocation cost of \(T_i\) on \(CPU_j\)
- \(D_{ij}\) is a characteristic of task \(T_i\) if it is affected to \(CPU_j\): we choose the Worst Execution Time needed for a task to be executed on a processor \(CPU_j\)
- \(X_{ij}\) = \(1\) if the task will be allocated on \(CPU_j\)
- \(0\) else

The allocation cost \(C_{ij}\) of task, on a processor \(CPU_j\) is computed using equation 2.

\[
\text{cost} = (P_{\text{wCost}} - \text{min}P_{\text{w}})/\text{min}P_{\text{w}}
\]

With:

- \(P_{\text{wCost}}\) is the consumption cost of the system.
- \(\text{min}P_{\text{w}}\) is the minimum cost of the system implantation (after tasks allocation on processors) in terms of consumption. It is computed through the consumption cost of tasks allocation.
- The ratio \((P_{\text{wCost}}-\text{min}P_{\text{w}})/\text{min}P_{\text{w}}\) specifies the variation of the consumption \(\text{cost}\) after task scheduling.

Actually, it is not allowed to sum a variation \((\text{cost } C_{ij})\) and an execution time \((D_{ij})\). Consequently, there is a need to normalize the members of the proposed objective function in order to stay in the same range of values ([0; 1]).

Let \(x\) and \(y\) two strictly positive real such as \(x = C_{ij}\) and \(y = D_{ij}\). Thus, the objective function will be as specified in equation 3.

\[
\text{minZ} = f(x) + g(y)
\]

\[
f(x) = g(y) = 1
\]

\[
f(x) = x/X_{\text{max}}
\]

\[
g(y) = y/Y_{\text{max}}
\]
Consequently, the members of the objective function will be in the same range of values $[0;1]$. To implement the objective function using Tabu search (Algorithm 1), we defined a neighborhood that represents the possible implantations of tasks on processors such as:

$$N_T(s) = \{init_{solution} \in NT(s) \, | \, with \, init_{solution} \notin Tabu_{matrix} \, \text{or} \, F(init_{solution}) < F(opt_{solution})\}.$$ 

It is to be noted that current_solution is the current solution, init_solution is the initial solution and opt_solution is the best contoured solution.

**Algorithm 1: Optimal Allocation Research**

1: repeat
2: Generate n samples without Tabu movement
3: Choose an arbitrary initial solution that minimizes the neighborhood init_solution $\in N_T(s)$
4: opt_solution = init_solution
5: if $F(current_{solution}) < F(opt_{solution})$ then
6: opt_solution = current_solution
7: end if
8: update current movement in Tabu_matrix
9: until the satisfaction of the termination criteria

**D. Schedulability Analysis:**

Once the scheduling algorithm was selected and tasks were scheduled, the designer has to check whether its application leads to temporal constraints respect.

To fulfill this step, a M2M transformation has to be performed by transforming the dynamic view of the studied system annotated through MARTE/SAM to the model of the chosen schedulability analysis tool.

What is worthwhile to note is that the mapping concept promotes the separation between the development flow steps as it fosters the independence of the development flow towards the used tools. With this regard, any schedulability analysis tool that supports global scheduling may be used in our proposal for schedulability analysis.

In our approach, the Cheddar tool was used to validate the temporal behavior of the studied system scheduling.

What is worthwhile to note is that originally Cheddar did not support the global scheduling. An extension of Cheddar was established [18] to support the global scheduling.

The transformation from a MARTE model, mainly a SAM model, to the Cheddar tool model is based on a set of concepts and rules.

Table I shows some concepts used to perform the M2M transformation from SAM view to Cheddar tool for schedulability analysis.

Specifically, these concepts are used to establish the required rules for M2M transformation.

An example of transformation rule is given through R1.

R1: Every element stereotyped by $<<GRM:Scheduler>>$ is transformed to the $<<scheduler>>$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes annotations</th>
<th>MARTE concepts</th>
<th>Cheddar concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GQAM:gaExecHost</td>
<td>Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRM:swSchedulableResource</td>
<td>Task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRM:Scheduler</td>
<td>Scheduler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties annotations</th>
<th>MARTE concepts</th>
<th>Cheddar concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRM:Scheduler:IsPreemptible</td>
<td>isPreemptible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRM:swConcurrentResource:</td>
<td>Period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I. MARTE2CHEDDAR TRANSFORMATION CONCEPTS**

**IV. Case Study:**

To evaluate the proposed tool for automatic global scheduling, we study a pedagogic case study [14]. The properties of the studied system are described in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Name</th>
<th>Ri</th>
<th>Ci</th>
<th>Di</th>
<th>Pi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II. TASKS PARAMETERS**

The modeling of the studied system is described in Figure 4 through a class diagram annotated using SRM and HRM sub-profiles.

This model encloses SW and HW parts. The SW part encloses ten classes annotated $<<swSchedulableResources>>$ to model tasks. The HW part contains classes modeling processors and other hardware components. Mutual exclusion resources are used to manage the access to shared resources. They are modeled using classes annotated $<<swMutualExclusionResources>>$.
These classes are not connected with the processors using dependencies since they may be specified in the attributes of the corresponding stereotype. The filling of the classes’ properties and attributes is hidden under MARTE. Thus we give an example (Figure 5) of a class filling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>« swScheduleableResource »</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1: TASK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>« np » task: Name: NFP_String [0..1]=T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>« np » deadline: NFP_Duration [0..*]=20ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>« np » period: NFP_Duration [0..*]=20ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>« np » activationDate: NFP_Duration [0..*]=0ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_Host: ComputingResources [0..*][ordered]= [P1,P2,P3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>« np » P_exec: NFP_Duration [0..*]=6ms,6ms,6ms,6ms,6ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isStaticSchedulingFeature: Boolean [0..1]=true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deadlineElements: TypedElement [0..*]= [LiteralInteger=20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>periodElements: TypedElement [0..*]= [LiteralInteger=20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type: ArrivalPattern [0..1]=[periodic=20ms]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. A class filling under MARTE

The properties specified in this diagram were extracted using a M2T transformation based on an ACCELEO template.

Based on the system properties, the PFair1 scheduling algorithm was selected to schedule the studied system.

A simulation of the system scheduling was done using Cheddar tool. This simulation (Figure 6) shows that using the selected scheduling algorithm and the proposed allocations of tasks, the system leads to its temporal constraints.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>T1-T7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacities</td>
<td>6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadlines</td>
<td>20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starttime</td>
<td>6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Schedulability analysis using Cheddar tool

V. DISCUSSION

The use of high-level methodologies for systems development has a major impact on complexity management. In fact, taking benefit from MARTE profile and MDE concepts (M2M transformation) helped us to reduce the development time and separate between the concerns.

High-level methodologies [9,20] were proposed to overcome the complexity of the scheduling step mainly while considering multiprocessor architectures. Nevertheless, no attention was given to the automatic choice of scheduling algorithm to properly schedule systems and avoid failures.

This issue, was solved by the proposal of high-level methodologies [4,6] that support automatic choice of scheduling algorithm. Nevertheless, no attention was given to the optimization of tasks placement on processors. Also, only the partitioned scheduling that prohibits task migration was supported.

- It uses high-level techniques to support automatic choice of scheduling algorithms while considering global scheduling rather than only the partitioned scheduling.
- It uses Tabu search to offer an optimization of tasks placement regarding the global scheduling approach and in the context of automatic scheduling.

VI. CONCLUSION:

Throughout this paper, we proposed a model driven approach for automatic scheduling regarding the global scheduling approach. To fulfill our proposal, we took benefit from the use of MDE concepts and UML/MARTE profile.

The Tabu search was used to optimize the placement of tasks on processors. Simulation results based on Cheddar tool for schedulability analysis showed that the selected scheduling algorithm schedule the studied system without missing deadlines.

As future work, we seek to apply the proposed methodology in the context of semi-partitioned scheduling.
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